Find your colour

- Open a new *Fireworks* document.
- Select the *Pointer tool* from the *Tool* panel.
- In the *Properties* panel at the bottom of the screen you will see the label *Canvas* with a box next to it. If you hover the pointer over the white box you will see the hexadecimal code for the colour of the canvas (white: #FFFFFF).
- Click on the box and a *Color selector menu* will appear.
- As you move your mouse around and point to elements on the *Fireworks* screen you will see the colour change in the colour box at the top left and the hexadecimal code change with it.
- Try typing in different hexadecimal codes to see what colours you get. Find out typical hexadecimal codes for black, red, green and blue.
- Alter the colour until you find one that you like. (For more choice click on the *Sys color picker* icon at the top of the *Color selector menu*.) Record the hexadecimal code of your favourite colour for later use.